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ABSTRACT
A convenient procedure Is described to determine the thermal, behavior
(thermal expansion eoeffIcients and thermal r,trvsses) of angleplied fiber com-
positos using a pocket calculator. The procedure consists of equations- and
appropriate graphs, for various (t)) ply combinations. Thoso graphs present re-
duced stifiness and thermal expansion coefficients as functions of +0 in or-
der to simplify and expedite the use of the equation,;. The procedure is appli-
cable to all types of balanced, symmetric fiber composites Inc l uding interphy
and intraply hybrids. The versati:lit.y and generality of the procedure is il-
lustrated usitig several „toil-bv-step numerical examples.
1.0 INTk01)tiCTl ON
Thermal 'vpaiislun coefficient t; aIld thermal and residual strains and
stresses in ang i -pl.ir.d laminates (fist;. 1. and 2) are frequently required for
the initial sizing of structural components made from fiber composites. These
coefficients ,traliis .` ,id stresses are commonly referred to as; composite thermal
behavior. The significance of composite thermal behavior particularly lamina-
tion residual stresses :Ire extensively discussed in reference ]. Thermal ox-
pansion coefficients, thermal and lamination residual strains and stresses are
determined using composite mechanics and laminate theory usually available in a
computer code (r, , fs. : and 3). A computer code was used effectively (ref. 4)
to evaluate lamination residual, stresses in angl.opl:ied laminates and thereby
assess the effect,; of these stres sos on the. structural. intererity of composites.
It is generally recognized that the use of a computer code is expedient and
quite general.. however, It doe., not provide the user with insight and instant:
feedback of the laminate thermal behavior and capability as; he proceed;; with
the design/analysis of the component. Also, a computer code may not be readily
acceg sibJ.c to the. user.
A convenient procedure (method) is
used to determine the thermal behavior,
is suitable for liand calculations using
simple equations and appropriate graplis
frequently used composites (figs. 3 to
goner, od by using uniaxial. prop-rties
Lion equations (ref. 4). The procedure
Lion equations, and laminate tic ,, °y equ
that in reference 5. The procedure can
described in this paper which can bo
of angleplied laminates. The procedure
a pocket calculator.. Tt consists of
of (±El) ply
 combinations from the most
18). Graph,; for other composites can be
from gable T and well.-known transforma-
makes use of the well-known traiisforma-
at'ions. Its structure is similar to
handle all types of composites includ-
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2ing interply and intraply hybrids. The procedure is i l luaLrated using selected step-
by-step numerical examples. The :-,lcussion in this paper is limited to linearmechan-
ical and thernnl behavior of composites. Several additional examples and implica-
tions to design ap; !ications are described in it
	 TP report under preparation.
The paper and numerical examples are written mainly in a tutorial manner
in order to illustrate the step-by-step procedure. For this reason, the vari-
ous sections are self contained its much as is practical at the expense of some
duplication.	 I'he not at toll used is defined when it first appears and also sssm-
marized under s ymbols for convenient reference. Customar y
 units are used
throughout the numerical examples since these serve primarily to illustrate
step-bv-step numerical calculatio.is. Appropriate conversion factors are given
in the svmbols.
2.0 '1'NF:MI, EXPANSION CUEF'FICIENTS
The in-plane thermal expansion coefficients (TECs) acxx it , A acyy of
10/s e1 s angleplied laminates are determined from the followiig equations
`t'xx " E^
	
Vp0 
EMO l l - vcxyQ021 ) (x011 +( '1012 - vcxvQ022)n02Z]CXX
I 
+ V 1 1 01- W211 - vcxvQ t20 (% 911 + (Q02 - vcxyQ t22 )I'E22] }	 (2.1)
_1
`^ cYY
	 EcyY 	 V PU F(Q021 - v c yxt)011 )c'U l 1 + W022	 vcyxQU21)(x02T^
+ VpO[('421 - vcvx0 ill )n 911 + (Q¢22 - vcyxQi.'0at22j}
	
(2.2)
The composite moduli F.cxx and EcyY and the composite Poisson's ratios
vcxy and vcyx are given by
'	 2
Qcxv_ QC
Ecxx , Qcxx - 
c^  YY; Ecy Y - QcYY 	 -CxX
(2.3)
vcx 
0 Qcxx; 
vc x 
, Qcxy
Y Qcyy	 Y	 QCXX
The "reduced stiffness" Q c 's are given by:
Qcxx ' V pt3 Q01 1 + VpOQ>t l l
Qc YY 	 Vp0Q022 + VpOQe22	 (2.4)
Qcxy ' VpOQ012 + VPOQ Z12 - Qcy x
s3
The Qe's are obtained from the appropriate figurer 3 to 18. The Q Q 's are
equal to Q O ' s at 0 - 0 in f igures 3 to 18. Note QVI - Q Q
^
 2' The aA's
and at's are obtained from the same figures. T1u • parameter	 ppp denotes the
thickness ratio of the _+O-plies to the total laminate thickness Hile V pO is
the corresponding ratio for the 0-plies. V p0 and Vp0 satisfy the identity
Vp0 + VPO - 1	 (2.5)
The following procedure is convenient to calculate numerical values
for acxx and acyy for a given [0/+0] S API. using equations (2.1) and
(2.2).
1. obtain values for Q011, Q022• Q012 - Q021• Qtll• Qt22• Q112 - Qt21
ao I I . w2, 1 . at 11 an,1 11122 from the appropriate figures note that ten valuers
are needed.
2. Calculate values for VpO .snd % 1 pO , respectively.
thickness of f0-plies	 (2.6)
1' t,	 thickness of A111.
V	 t h ic knes s of 0 plies	 (2.7)110 -
	
thickness of API,
3. Calculate values tsar Qcxx. Qcyy and Qcxy using equations (2.4),
using the informat ion obtained in item (1) above and that obtained from equa-
tions (2.6) and (2.7).
4. calculate values for Eexx • EcyY• vcxy and vcvx using the informa-
tion obtained In item (3) above. We use the well known relationship
^s
E	 i
vc vx - vs:xy "M	 (2.8)Ecxx
to check our numerical values. In suvunary, we need to look-up ten quantities
from the graphs and calculate a minismsm of seven others in order to determine
the thermal expansion coefficients (TECs) acxx and 
`lcyy using equations(2 . 1) and (2.2) .
it is worth not ing in equations (2.1) and (2.2) that the APL TF( ,  depend
on the properties of the 0f -plies (t2©'s), the 0-plies (Og's) and the APL (in-
tegrated) properties F.,. and vc. Also, the API. Poisson's ratios ( vc ) restrain
the TECs of the API, since these quantities are preceded by a minus sign and,
therefore. subtract trom the total. Furthermore, the shear moduli contribute
to the TECs through the QO 's. In addition, equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be
easily extended for more than one set of to-ply combinations. Similar terms
4P
VpOlL I + V P02 ^ 	 + at'. 	 added to accomnkidate this came as will he de-
scribed with a numerical example later
Example 2.1. - Calculate the TECs of the 8-ply [130/02] AVL made from
S
AS/E composite: (1) Following the procedure outlined in item (1) above we
obtain Lhe Q's from figure 1 and the a's from figure 8 both at 8 - 330
and 0 (within curve reading accuracy):
Qell - 11.3x106 pyi
Q022 = 2.9x106 psi
Q021 - `1012 - 3.7x106 psi
aell	 2.6x10-6 in/ inPF
Qtll - 18.1x106 psi
Qt2' - 2.0x10 6 psi
Qt21 - Qt12 - '3.6 x 1()6 psi
atll - 0.4x10
-b
 in/in/OF
0022 - 12.8x10
-b
 in/in/"F	 X102 - 16.4x 10-b in/ inPF
(2) Following item (2). we calculate Vpe and VpO
V l,e - 4/8 - 0.5
V'p0 - 4/8 - 0.5
(3) Following; Itei.: (1), we calculate thi , Qc I s e y ing eyuation y
 (2.4) and
carrying one unit & selectively for convenience
Qcxx - VpeQ011 + "101411
- 0.5 n 11.3x106
 + 0.5 x 18.7x1Ob - 15.0x106 psi
Qcyy - VneQ022 + VpOQt22
- 0.5 x 2.9x106
 + 0.5 x 2.0x106
 - 2.45x106 psi
QCyx - t cxy - p0 t1012 + VpOQtl2
= 0.5 x 3.7x10 6
 + 0.5 x O.bx106
 - 2.15x106 psi
5(4) FullowinK item (4). wo calculate E c, xx . E c_ yy and vcxy
2	 6 2
F.
	
Qcxx - 
Qc^	 15.0x106 - 2.15 O1 L - 13.11106 psi
Qcyy	 2.45x106
2	 2
V	 Q	 - 
Qcxy
- - 2.45x106 _ -2.ISx106^	 2.14x106 psi
`yy	 cyy	 Qcxx	 15.0x106
v`.	
- I x	 2.15x106	
- 0.878
xy	 Qcyy	 2.45x106
Qcx	 2.15x106
-
vcyx	
i
Qcxx	 15.0x106	
U. 143
Cr v
Check:	 vcyx - vcxy
Mrxx
0.143 - 0.878 
2. 14
x106 >0.143 - 0.143 0.K.
13.1x106
(5) l)ain^; the above information in equations ;2.1) and (2.2) and cancelllnb
106 with 10 -t' within the braces:
C%Vxx - Ecxx { %, pO L(Qell - vcxyQ021)°011 f- (Q012 - vcxyQ022)a02d
+ %, 1)U[(Qtll - vcxyQE21 )(X tll + ( '412 - vcxyQR22)aE22_j I
1
6 l
1 0.5[(11.3 - 0.878 x 3-7) (-2.6)+(3. 7 - C.878 x 2.9) (12.8)
13.1x10
+ 0.5x(18.7 - 0.878 x 0.6)(0.4) + (0.6 -0.878x  2.0)(16.4)]t
- --1	-j 0- 5[20.9 + 14.8) + 0.5 7.27 - 19.0- J13.1x10	 1
''.xx = -0.68x10-6 to/in/oF
(CUnt'd.)
h1
°cYY 
_ 
E	 VPOE(Q021 - vcyxQ011 )a011 + ( ' )022 - vcyxQe2dG102flcvv
+ vpOr"421 - vcyotll )a e l l + (Q t22 - vcvxQZ20°t2211
- ---^•-	 j0.5 (3.7 - 0.143 x 11.3)
 ^	
(-2.t+)+(2.9 - 0.143 x j.))(12.8)]
2. 4x1 6 
+ 01 •.iW.6 - 0.143 x 18-7) (0.4) + (2.0 - 0.143 x 0.6)(16.4}
1
--0.51-5.42 + 30. 31 + 0. 5 [-0.11 10 + 31.41
2.14x106 f	 I
a CY 
0 13.0x106 in/in/ oF
F!gmrlc, 2.2. - Calculate the TECs of the r0/t45/90',. AIT made tram AS/E
composite. This AI'l, is commonly called pseudo-isotropic or quasi-isotropic
laminate meaning; thvtt the laminate behaves like an isotropic material with
respect to its in-plane elastic anal thermal properties. The meaning of this
terminology will also he illustrated by a nuns-rical example litter. 'gain we
follow the procedure outlined in items (1) through (5) and extend it to three
different ply conftgturations (t), +45, 90):
(1) Obtain from t ipire-; 7 and 8 (within curve-reading; accuracy) and using; the
first subscript	 0 to denote ,ill three
	 conditions:
and a
	 0 ; t45
	
0- a_0	 0 ; 90
k1 011 (106 psi)	 6.1	 18.7	 2.0
0022 (106 psi)	 6.1	 2.0	 18.7
Q021 - '012 (106 psi)	 4.8	 0.6	 0.6
°011(10-6 in/in/ 0F)	 2.2	 0.4	 16.4
x022(10 6 in/iii/ O F)	 2.2	 16.4	 0.4
Note the 0-ply and 90
-ply properties are complementary as expected.
7(2) The respective thickness ratios for this 8-ply API, are:
0	 Number of plies
	 Vz9
	
+45	 4	 4/8 - 0.50
	
0	 2	 2/8 - 0.25
	
90	 2	 2/8 - 0.25
(3) The correspomdinK Q c 's art-:
Qcxx 0 vp±45Q+4511 + V pOQ011 + "1,90'19011
- (0.50 x 6.1 + 0.25 x 18.7 + 0.25 x 2.0)x106 - 8.22x106 psi
'1c YY - vp+45'4-4522 + V 1 , 0022 + V1,9009022
(0.50 x 6.1 + 0.25 x 2.0 + 0.25 x 18.7)x106
 - 8.22x10 6 psi
Qcvx - Qcxv - vp±45'2+4512 + V p0'1012 + Vp90Q9022
- (0.5 x 4.8 + 0.25 x 0.6 + 0.25 x 0.6)x106
 - 2.70x106 psi
(4) The API. moduli and Poisson's ratio are:
2 
f'cxK - Qcxx - Qc^, - 1A.22 - 2.70
2
)x 10 6
 - 7.33x106 psi
	
QcYY	 \	 8.21 
2
2 702_	 _ Q2	 - h.22 _ .	
x 106
	106 11817,33xFcYY
	 QcYY	 ticxx	 (	 8.22
Q^ x^ - 2.70
vcxy	 QcYY	 8.22	
0.328
- ,Q x	 2.70
vcyx	 Q'U8.22	 w 0.328cx x
F.yy
Check: vcyx - vcxy cE,
exx
0.328 - 0.328 7.33 > 0.328 - 0.328 O.K.
8The calculations for Fcyy , vcyx .1nd for the "check" were carried out for
completeneRs since it ie obvious that for this laminate Fcyy ' Fcxx .1114.1
vcyx ' vcxy•
(5) The TFCs for this API. art- calculated frixn equations (2.11 and (2.2) but
are generalized to include more than two different ply cumbina:ions. The form
of the equations using the summ.ition sign are:
	
1 V^2	 - v
	 Q	 )a	 (Q	 - v	 Q	 )aacxx	 E	 p0r( 011	 cxy 9"21 911 +	 912	 cxy 922 922Cxx	 9
*45,0.90
a	 ' - 1-	 V 1( t?	 - v	 v	 "	 )	 ,cyy	 gcyy	 j	 1^0	 021	 cyx" 911)a	 + (Q	 -811 	 922	 cyx b21 a 92^
+45,0,90	 (2.9)
where the sum is taken over 0 - +45, 0 end 90. Using the values calculated
previousIv in equations (2.9) and cancelling; the 10 6 term with tale 10 -6 within
the braces we have:
C11
	
1 `"y I 0. 50E(6.1 - 0.328 x 4.8)(2.2) + (4.8 - 0.328 x 6.1)(2.2),cxx
7.33x106 
+ 0.25x(18.7 - 0.318 x 0.6)(0.4) + (0.6 - 0.328 x 2.0)(16.4)]1
+ 0.25F 2.0 - 0.328 x 0.6)(16.4) + (O.6 - 0.328 x 18.7)(0.4) }
1
7.33x10 
6 { 0. 50 L9.96 + 6.161 + 0.25L7.40 - 0.92 + 0.25 L29. 6 - 2.21
acxx - 2.25x10-6 in/in/"F
{0.50(4.8 - 0.328 x 6.1)(2.2) + (6.1 - 0.328 x 4.8)(2.2)]
acyy - 7. 33x10 6 l
+ 0.25 L(O.h - 0.328 x	 18.7)(0.4) + (2.0 - 0.328 x 0.6)(16.4),
+ 0.25 0.6 - 0.328 x	 2.0)(16.4) +	 (18.7 - 0.328 x 0.6)(0.4)'
7.33x106 f 0.506.16 + 9.96] + 0.25E-2.21
  + 29.6 + 0.25F-0.92 + 7.40]I
acvy - 2.25x10-6 In/in/oF
9as expected. 'Ihe reader may Lind it inbtructive to nute that: (1) the values
wit!iin the various parentheses for ac:,v and acvy are complementary and
(2) the values for acxx and acyy at^ about equal to those for a 61 1	 and
aA22 for © - *45.
The reader will obtain valuable practice and insight by using the pro-
cedure to calculate TECs of API. with ply configuration of his choice and a
different composite system.
3.0 TRANSFORMATION OE THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS
The thermal expansion coefficients (TECs) about any x'-y' coordinate
axes+ of an orthotropic angleplied laminate API, with material symmetry about
the x-y coordinate axes; are given by:
acx x' - acxxcos20 + acyysin2m
Icy $ y I - ncxx sin2m + acyycos2m	 (3.1)
acx'y I _ (acyy	 acxx)sin 4
where the notation in equation (3.1) is as tollows: acx'x'+ ac y y' and
oyx l y t are the TF.Cs about the new coordinate system x'-y'; acxx and acyy
are the TECs about the x-y coordinate system and are calculated as described
in Section 2; m is the angle that the x' axis makes with the x axis.
Note, acx +yl is a shear-type thermal deformation which is present along any
coordinate system x'-y' located at some angle m where 0 < m < 90
since sine 2m # 0 in this range.
To perform the calculations using equations (3.1) we need the TECs acxx+
acyy and the angle m. The TECs for the APL of interest are either known or
can be computed using the procedure and examples described in the previous
section. The angle m is known once the coordinate x'-y' axes has be-n
selected. We can check our results using acxx' + acyy' - a'cxx + `acyy'
Exam le 3.1 • - Calculate the TECs of the Ft30/ 1] API. made from AS/E
composite about an x'—y' coordinate axes where the -x^-axis is located by
m - 150 from the x-axis. From example (2.1) acxx - -0.68xl0 6 in/in/ 0 F and
acyy - 13.Ox10-6 in/in/ o F. Using these values in equations (3.1) wr have:
ac,c'x' . acxxcos22 + acyy,in2m
= (-0.68 cos t 150 + 13.0 sing 150 ) x 10-6 in/in/OF
= 0.24x10-6 in/in/0F
(Con t'd.)
wII
`	 10
'	 acyay1 - ae1xx sin 2o + acYYcoslm
- (-0.68 sin2
 150 + 13.0 cos 150 ) x t0-6 in/in/oF
- 12.08x10-6 in/in/"F
acXIyI	 (acYY	 ocxx)sin29
ff
-13.0 - (-0.68)] sing (150 )	 10-6 in/in/OF
ac X I V v - 6.84x10-6 in/in/OF
!I be Keen, the shear-tyre TEC acx I y # is suhstantial. Kestraining this
Ai'L along the x'-y' coordinate axes will induce considerable in-plane shear
stresses.
4. LAMINATE THERMAL STRAINS AND STRESSES
Alcn.& the laminate material axes. - The equations for calculating thermal
strains ccxy and ccyv alo-g the lntminate x-y coordinate axes are:
Ecxx - (T - To)acxx
(4.1)
EcyY - (T - ro)acYY
Where T is the use temperature and To is the reference temperature (usually
room temperature); and 4 xy and acyy are the 'rECs which are either known or
can be determined as described previously. Use of equations (4.1) requires
that the TECs be independent of temperature within the range T - To.
Examp le 4.1. - Calculate the thermal strains for the Lf30/02J S APL made
from AS/E composite (Example 2,1) where T - 270' F and To - 70 0 F. The
values for the TECs from Example 2.1 care:
acxx - -0.68x10-6 in/in/"F; acvy - 13.0x10 -b in/in/oF
ubstitutinb these values in equation (4.1). we obtain:
E cxx - (T - To )acxx - (270 - 70)(-0.68x10 -6 ) - -136x10 -6 in/in
Ccyy - (T - To )ac yy
 - (270 - 70)(13.0x10 -6) - 2600x10 -6
 in/in
'Itie equations to calculate the corresponding thermal stresses, assuming that
L.he laminate is completely restrained from thermal expansion, are:
°cxx - -AT(Qcxxacxx + Qcxyacyy)
(4.2)
°cYY - -AT (Qcyxacxx + Qcyyacyy)
I 
where AT - (T - To): the o?c 'N and ac 's ace det. • rmined as described
hroviously.
Exam 1. 4.2. - Calculate the restrained thermal •trese%es in FXan,111e 4.1.
Referring t.. Examples 2.1 and 4.1. we have:
Qcxx - 15.0x106 psi
Qcyy - 2.45x10b psi
Qcvx - Qcxy - 2.15x106 psi
°cxx - -0.68x10-6 in/in/OF
acYY - 13.0x10-6 in/in/OF
AT - (270 - 70) - 200" F
Using these values in equations (4.2) we obtain (cancelling 106 with 10-6):
Oexx	 - AT Qcxx°cxx + Qcxyacyy
200 [1 S.0 x (-0.68) + 2.15 x 13.0j
- - 200(-10.2 + 28.0)
- - 3550 ; 1 s i . -3.6 ks t
ocyY - - AT(()CyX1Vxx 4. QcYYacYY)
200[2-15 x (-0.60 + 2.45 x 13.0]
- - 200(-1.4b + 31.8)
- - 6078 psi m
 -6.1 ksi
Two points are worth noting in connection with the above values of these
thermal stresses:
1. The thermal stresses ocxx and acYY are relatively small (4 and 28
percent. respectively) compared to tho corresponding compressive failure
stresses of the laminate S cxxc - 83 ksi and ScYYC - 22 ksi, based on first
ply failure (ref. 5).
2. The magnitu,le of these thermal stresses may be sufficiently high to
cause panel buckling. For example. it 20 in. x 10 in. x 0.04 in. panel from
this 8 -ply A11 1. has buckling stresses of .about ocxx - 540 psi and
ocyy - 920 psi (calculated using the equation in rel. 6) or approximately 15
percent of the restrained thermal stresses which are relatively low. A panel
with this geometry will buckle at an in -rease in temperature of about 15 per-
cent of 200" F or 300
 F. The important conclusion from the discussion in this
example is that thermal stresses need be considered carefully by the designer/
anal ,,, st in situations where restraints may be present.
5.0 PLY THERMAL STRAINS AND STRESSES
It is instructive to .inscribe the ply thermal strains and stresses in the
plies of an APL by breaking them down into four "commonly thought-of" types.
12
"These t ypes are:
1. Restrained - AI'L is refit rained from thermal vxnanslon.
2. free - APL is f ree to undergo the rma l expansion.
J. Residual - APL laminate is cooled from pure temperature to
use temperature and frequently to room temperature.
4. Comb +.ned - Combinations of free and residual.
The ply thermal strains and stresses to be described are those along the ply
material axes 1. 2. 3. figure 1. For convenience. the strains along the
1-direction (fiber direction) are defined by ctll and the streames otll;
those along the 2-direction (tr.nsverse to the fiber direction) are defined
by 
x-¢22 and 0422; and those in the 1-2 plane (intralaminar shear) are de-
fined by 0412 and otil.
Restrained APL. - The ply thermal strains for this case are given by
E t12 - c t22 - r ell - 0	 (5.1)
1'he corresponding ply stresses are given by
aril - - AT(Q tll-tll + t'z121102)
°t22 - - ^"" Q 4 21ati1 + Qt2201422)	 (5.2)
V 412 - 0
	 j
where AT equals the use temperature minus the reference temperature. Where
the Q4's are the reduced ply stiffntsses and the a4 ' s are ply thermal
expansion coefficients ( ply TECs). The ply reduced stiffness Q j 's and TECs
can be estimated from figures 3 to 18 at 6 - 0 0 . Equations (5.2) show that
the ply material axes thermal stresses in an APL restrained from thermal ex-
pansion depend only on ply properties. Also, there is no intralaminar shear
stress for this case.
Examp le 5.1. - Calculate the ply thermal stress in the pltee of the
r
r30/0` S AFL. made from AS/E composite, where the temperatur- is increased
om 7 F (room temperature) to 210 0 F and the API. is restrained from thermal
expanaion. The numerical values we need for these calculations are determinct
as follows: Figurers 7 and 8 at a - O o yield
Q411 - 18.1x10 6 psi, QL22 - 2.0x106 psi
(421 - Qt12 - 0.6x106 psi
a R11	 0.4x10-6 In/in/OF; at22 - 16.4x10 -6 in/in/OF
j	 13
q and AT - 2700 F - 700 F - 200" F consistent with the previous definition.
Using these numerical values in equations (5.2), we calculate
a Ell , - A'"'411 0111 + Qt12at22)
(	 - - 20008.7 x 0.4 + 0.6 x 16.4) 	 - 3464 psi	 - 3.5 ksi
I	
CE22	 - AT(Qt2latll + Qt22(lt22)I
	
- - 200(0.6 x 0.4 + 2.0 x 16.4) - - 6608 psi	 - 6.6 ksi
Free APL. - The ply thermal strains for this ra ge are given by:
Etll - AT(acxxCos20 + ( 1cvy s111 2 0 - a111)
	
E t22 - AT(acxxsin 2 6 + acyycos
2
0 - at22)
	
(5.3)
E112 - AI(acyy - ncxx)sin2a
The corresponding ply stresses are given by:
0t11 - ATLQEIl(acxxcos20 + acyy sin 2 0 - "tll ) + Qtl2(acxxsin26+ acyycos 2 6 - at22)]
C M - AT[Qt21(acxxcoS20 + acyysin`0-aEll)+Qt22(acxx`'in20+acyycos20-at22)j
°t12 - AT i (? t33 ((Icyy - °tcxx)sin20]
(5.4)
Also, when the ply thermal strains are calculated using equations (5.2). the
Corr. 'onding ply stresses are given by:
°tll , (411 E t11 + (412Et22
c'U2 - Q L21 E tll + Qk22Et22	 (5.5)
0812 - Qt33Et33
where the strains (E t ) are calculated from equation (5.3).
Example 5.2. - Calculate Elie ply thermal Strains in the plies of the
rf30/02]S
 APL, made from AS/E composite, where the temperature is increased
from 700 F (room temperature) to 270 0 F and the API, is not restrained from
thermal expansion. We will calculate the ply thermal strains in the +300
plies, in the -300 plies and in the 00-plies by using equations (5.3). The
numerical values we need are:
14
AT	 - 200'' F
0	 - 300 , - 300 . 00
acxx - -
0.68x10-h in /in /oF
ac YY 0 J 3.0x10
-6
 li p / in /0F
(These values are taken from Example 2,1)
atll - 0.4x10-6 in/in PF
at22 - 1h.4x10
-6 
in /inPF
3013-ply. - Substituting these numerical values and o - 300 ill
 (5.3)
 
we calculate:
Itm - 
AT(a c . xxcos 2 6 + a cYY sin2 0 - CL tll)
- 201)(-0.68 x cos2 300 + 13.0 x sin2 300 - 0.4) x 10-6 Win
- 468x10-6 in /in or = 0.05%
c 122 - AT(acxxsin20 + a cYYcos 2 0 - ("t22)
- 200(-0.68 x sin 2 300 + 13.0 x cos 2 300 - 16.4) x 10-6 in/in
- - 1364x10
-6
 in/in - -0.14%
ATf(aCyy
	
acxx)sin'0
- 200C13.0 - (-0.68)] x 10 -6 sin 600
- 2369 x 10
-6
 in/in - 0.24%
-300-ply. - The thernial strains ill 	 -300 ply are the same as those in
the +300 plies for 
cfll 
and 
Et22 
and opposite Fign for E 9L 2. The reader
can readily verify that this is the case b y inspection of the appropriate
equations.
"M -
00
-ply. - Substituting; the above mmerical values and 6 - 0 0 in equa-
tions--(5.3) wt , calculate:
15
I It I I - A1'(`&cXXc0S20 + (IcYY81n 2 f3 - u tl l )
- 200(-0.68 x cos 2 00 + 13.0 x sin 2 0o - 0.4) x 10-6 in/in
- -216x10-6 in/in - - 0.022
I M - A1' (kjcxx8111 2 u + a( 1 y vcoK 20 - aR22)
- 200(-0.68 sin 20 + 13.0 r, cos 2 00 - 16.4)x 10-6
_ -680x10
-6
 III/Ill 0 - 0.072
E 112 - AT ( acvv - a v xx)siii 20
20011"30 - ( -0.68)] x 10 6 Fin 2(00)
0.0
The reader w i I I t ind it instruct ive to compare the correspond Ing t lit , rnutl
:trams tit tilt , Mo and 0" plies.	 Huth normal strains ofll 	 and t-^_2	 ill the
MO I l ly arc ahout twin those in the Oil plies while the shc.ir strain E"^12
has the Iitrgest magnItutle in the 10" 1)11vs And is "zero" in the Oil p11vs.
Examj le 5^3. - Calcula te the corresponding thermal stresses in the plies
ill the API. of F:xampl a 5.2.	 fu ra lcu lat c the correspuntl ing thermal stresses
we can Ilse either cyuat tuns (5.4) or	 sing c we alrcadv calculatcd the
strain:: ill 	 5.2. We will use equations (5.5) for convenience. 	 In
order to use equations (5.5). we need numerical v.t lues for the reduced 1)1v
st iffnesses t! 1 and corresponding thermal strain r.tlues tt from Example 5.2.
we tabulate these numerical values for convenience.
i
Reduced Ply Stiffnesses in 106 psi
(fig. 7 at	 tt - Ir t '	 or from
Example 5.1)
Qell - 18.7
QQ22 - 2.0
Q t 21 - t ) e.12 - 0.60
Q t33 - 0..56
Thermal Strains In 10 -t) 	 from
Example 5.1 for H -
	
iU"	 - 30"	 0u
	
'ell	 468	 468	 -216
	
122	 -1364	 -1364	 -680
	
'Z12	 2 369	 -2169	 0
lb
Using corresponding values in equations ( 5.5) we have ( cancelling 106 %jith 10-6
for convenience)
+300—ply:
	 °ell - Q e11 E tJl + ')tl2Et12
- 18.9 x 468 + 0.6 x (-1164) - 8367 psi
o k22 - ()t21E' c ' 422F-R22
- 
0.6 x 468 + 2.0 x (-1364) - -2447 psi
a tl2 - QM E M - 0.56 x 2369 - 1327 psi
-300-ply: at11 and 0222 are the Name as for the +300 ply:
o¢12 has apposite sign or o t 1 2 - - 1327 psi
00^:	
Oill - Q411'R11 + QE 12EE12
- 18.9 x (-216) + 0.60 x (-680) - -4490 psi
CZ22 - (421 E ill + QZ22CL22
- 0.60 x (-216) + 2.0 x (-680) = -1490 psi
0 1!22 - Q133 C E33 - 0.56 x (0) - 0
The interesting point to be noted from the numerical values of the ply
thermal stresses is that the transverse ply stresses OZ22 are compressive
and are only about 22 percent of the compressive ply strength (S122C equals
about 20 ksi at 2700 F). This implies that thermal fatigue in the range
70" < T	 2700 is not anticipated to cause pfogressive • degradation to the
ply transverse properties in the AOL considered.
6.0 PLY LAMINATION RESIDUAL STRAINS AND STRESSES
Ply lamination residual strains and stresses are a special case of
thermal strains and stresses. However, because of th-Jr importance in com-
posite laminates they need be treated in a separate section. These strains
and stresses arise from the fabrication procedure of the composite laminates:
"The difference between the cure and use temperatures" as mentioned previously.
They are always present in the plies of APIs (free or restrained) and their
magnitude need be determined to accurately assess the thermomechanical integ-
rity of APIs in structural applications. The laminations residual strains
17
can be calculated uviny; c-41uatfunr; ( 5. 3) and the laminatluu residual stre!imus
can be calculated usiiig equations (5.4) or equations (5.5) when the lamina-
tions residual strainw are either known or they have been calculated pre-
viously. Usually. the lamination residual strains and stresses are calcula-
ted at room temperature. The temperature difference AT for these cases is
known frum the specified cure Condit ions. For example. the AT for APLs
made from structural epoxies is about -300 0 F. The minus sign is determined
from the definition of AT given in section 5.0:
AT - Room remperature - Cure Temperature
(:about 700 F)	 (about Mo F for
structural epoxies)
Calculations of lamination residual strains and stresses will be illus-
trated usilig the Al'l.s considered ill 	 5.2.
E_x_a!nLle_ 6.1.	 Calculate the lamination residual strains and strenxeti in
tale plies of the [+30/021~ API. made from AS/E composite.	 First, we calculate
the lamination residual strains usin?; equations (5. 0. The numerical value.
we need to use in these equations are obtained from Examples 5.2 and 5.3 and
are summarized below for convenience.
Ca	 - -0.613x 10 -6 in/ in/oF.
exx
(Icyy a 1 1.OX 10-6 i n/ in/oF
Ol ul - 0.4x10 -6 in/in /or
,<22 = 16.4x10-6 in/In/c'I.,
QZ1, - 18. 7x 10 6 ps l
x1¢22 - 2.0x106 psi
'4 21 - t1412 - 0.6()x 106 psi
Qu.i
 = 0. 56x 1 O h 1'..-; i
0 - 300 , -300 , 00 ; AT - (700 F - 3700 F) = - '300 o F
Using appropriate numerical values Ill 	 (5.3) we calculate the lamin-
ation residual strain:
1 1 	AT(acxxcusZE3 + `1 cYY ~111 20 - a0l)
+'300 P1.1':	 = - 3001 -( - 0.68) x 0.75 + 13.0 x 0.25 - 0.4^ x 10 -h = - 702x10 -6 Win
I00I (-0.68) ( 1 . 0) + 13. () x 0.() - (). 4] x 10 -6 - 324x10-6 in/ in
18
E 122 - AT(acxx sin 2 0 + acyy108 2 0 - a422)
+30c' PI.Y:	 - -3001(-0.68) x 0.25+ 13.0 x 1).75 - 16.41 x 10-6. 2046x10-6 in/in
0" PLY:	 - -300L(-0.68) x 0.0+ 13.0 x 1.0- 16.4] x 10-h_ 1020x10 -6 in/in
E M - AT(ncyY acxx) sin 20
1300 PLY:	 = -300013.0 - (-0.68)] (t s in 600 ) x 10 -(3 	 4- 3554x10 -6 in/ in
00 PLY:	 - -300L13.0 - (-0.68) (0.0) x 10 -6 - 0
Using appropriate O j values and ct values in equations (5.5) we calculate
the ply lamination residual stresses (cancelling 10 6 with 10-6):
0¢11 , (411' Q11 + (412('922
±300 PLY: -	 18.7 x	 (-702) + 0.60 x 2046 = - 11 900 psi .	 -	 11.9	 ksi
00 PLY: -	 18.7 x 324 + 0.60 x 1020 - bb71 psi -	 6.7 ksi
°9.22 - '921"111 + Q9.-22F-U2
+30" PLY: = 0.60 x (-702) + 2.0 :,	 2046 -	 3671	 psi 0 3.7	 ksi
00 PLY: = 0.60 x 324 + 2.0 x 1020 - 2234 psi • 2.2 ksi
0 912 - QL33CE33
t300 PLY:	 - 0.56 x (^F 4104) _ + 2298 psi = + 2.3 ksi
00 PLY:	 = 0.56 x 0.0 = 0.0
The transverse lamination residual stresses in the t30 plies are about 50 ner-
cent of the corresponding ply strength (6 to 8 ksi).
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7.0 CONCWDING "'MARKS
A convenient procedure is described to determine the thermal behavior (ther-
mal expansion coefficients, thermal and residual stresses) of angleplied fiber
composites. The procedure consists of equations and appropriate graphs for var-
ious (29) ply combinations. These graphs consist of reduced stiffness and ther-
mal expansion coefficients for frequently used composites and hybrids as func-
tions of 14 in order to simplify and expedite the use of the equations. The
procedure is applicable to all types of balanced, syunnetric fiber composites in-
cluding interply and inteaply hybrids. The versatility and generality of the
procedure is illustrated using several step-by-step numerical examples. The step-
by-step ncmierical examples Are set up so that the calculations can be made using a
pocket calculator. Some of the numerical examples were selected to illustrate
significant implications of composite thermal behavior in design applications.
8.0 Symbol's
lul l,	 anglepl ied lamin.te
AS/F.	 AS-graphite-tiher/epoxy-matrix composite
K/E	 boron-fiber/epoxv-n,.ttrix composite
F: c	laminate modulus - subscripts x,y denote structural axes directions
E 
	
ply modulus - subscripts 1,2 denote ply material axes dire- ,ns
HMS/E	 high modulus graphite-fiber/epoxy- matrix composite
K/F.	 Kevlar-fiher/epoxy matrix composite
0	 reduced laminate stiffness - subscripts x.v denote structural axes
directions
Q t
	reduced ply stiffness - suhscripts x,y denote ply material axes
directions
Q©	 reduced stiffness for t0 nvmmetric laminate - subscripts 1,2
denote material axes directions
tie	 ply strength - subscripts 1,2 denote ply material axes directions;
- subscripts T. C. S denote type
ti-G/F.
	 S-glass-tiher/epc)xv-matrix rompositi
T	 temperature
To
	reference temperature
AT	 temperature difference between use and reference temperature
TEC	 thermal expansion coefficient
10
v 
	
ply thickness ratio - subscripts A. 0. 90 denote ply designation
to which the rat io appl lea
x.y.z	 >:t r tit , turaI .ixos coordinate direct tons
1.20	 material axes coordinate directions- I taken along the fiber direction
I.uninate configuration   designat ion - num1wrs in the blanks denoteS
pl y atneking sequence and orientation - subscript S denotes
symmetry about ply in last blank b7ace
ac	 laminate ne - subscripts x.y denote laminate structural axes
d I rect ions
a t	 ply I'M - subscripts 1 .2 denote plv material axes directions
Q8	 +9 laminate 'rE(: - subscripts 1.2 denote material axes directions
,.	 laminate strain - subscripts x.v denote structural axes directions
I
`	
ply strain - subscripts 1._ denote material axes directions
A
	
ply orientation atigle measured from the x-laminate structural axes
to the 1-ply material axes and taken positive
v 
	 laminate Poisson's ratio - Subscripts x.y denote structural axes
directions
v R	 ply Poisson's ratio - subscripts 1.2 denote ply material axes
directions
ac	 laminate stress - subscripts x.y denote structural axes directions
0 Q	 ply stress - subscripts 1.2 denote material axe:: directions
m	 laminate coordinate axes x', y', Z IP 	 other than the
structural axes x, yo z measured from the x axis to the
x'-axis and taken positive.
Conversion factors:
0C	 - 9 ( OF -320)
A 
0 
C	 - 9 A of
cm/cm/`'C - S in/ in/oF
Mpa	 - 6.89 ksi
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